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Kilometer Club
Track number of 

steps or 
kilometers 

travelled. Keep a 
chart. How long 
will it take you to 

move a 
marathon?

Yard Work
Help with work 
that needs to be 
done outside. 
Can you rake the 
grass? Tidy up 
flower beds, take 
down Christmas 
lights?

Inuit and 
Northern Games

Learn more 
about 
traditional Indig
enous Peoples 
games by 
clicking on the 
icon:

Scavenger
Hunt

Kilometer 
Club

See Monday
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Alphabet
Workout

Laundry
Basket Ball

Chair Aerobics
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Balance
Click the image for 

more details:

Skipping
How many skipping 

styles are you able to 
master?

Movement 
Challenge

Try some different 
movement 
challenges!

Yoga

Cosmic Kids Yoga

30 days of Yoga with 
Adrienne

10 minute Chair 
Yoga

UNO Activity 
Challenge

H
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Prepare a 
healthy dinner 

with family 
using the 
Canadian 

Food Guide.

Click here:

Mental Wellness
Click on the 

following website 
for mental health 

information:
https://smh-

assist.ca/emhc/

Sufficient and
Satisfactory Sleep

Brainstorm
strategies 

you can use to 
get enough

sleep
every day.

Make Water Your 
Drink of Choice!

Drinking water is:
- Important for 

your health.
- A great way to 

quench your 
thirst and stay 

hydrated.

Read more 
about the 
benefits of 
water here.

Eat more 
colour!

Create meals 
that incorporate 
every colour of 
the rainbow!

Please click on this Icon, wherever you see it, to access Indigenous content.

Health & Physical Education Menu G
Instructions: Each day choose from the options below.  Enjoy as many or as few as you have time for. 

Movement Dice

https://safeyoutube.net/w/Q8FB
https://safeyoutube.net/w/JJFB
https://safeyoutube.net/w/pEFB
https://safeyoutube.net/w/MFFB
https://smh-assist.ca/emhc/
https://food-guide.canada.ca/en/healthy-eating-recommendations/make-water-your-drink-of-choice/
https://food-guide.canada.ca/en/
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http://internationalbeautyclinics.com/emotional-eating/zomt-mindful-eating-exercis/
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Instructions: 

• You may sit or stand for this activity

• Put both hands on your belly

• Close your eyes or look down to your hands.

• Take three slow deep breaths in and out to see if you can feel your hands being moved.

• You may like to count “1, 2, 3” for each breath in and “1, 2, 3” for each breath out, 
pausing slightly at the end of each exhale.

• Think about how the breath feels, answering the following questions silently, in their 
mind.

➢ What is moving your hands? Is it the air filling your lungs?
➢ Can you feel the air moving in through your nose?
➢ Can you feel it moving out through your nose?
➢ Does the air feel a little colder on the way in and warmer on the way out?
➢ Can you hear your breath?
➢ What does it sound like?

• Breathe slowly for 5 minutes

https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/

Mindful Breathing

https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/
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Body Scan

https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/

Questions to ask during a 
body scan:

➢ How does this body 
part feel?

➢ Is it cold or warm?

➢ Does it feel tight or 
relaxed?

➢ Is all or part of that 
body part touching the 
floor?

➢ Or clothing?

➢ What does that feel 
like?

• Lay on the floor, with their eyes 
closed if they are comfortable (or 
they may prefer to look at the 
ceiling). Alternatively, sit 
comfortably in a chair 

• Pay attention to their feet for 5 or 
10 seconds.

• Move on to their toes, then ankles, 
then calves and knees. Continue 
body part by body part until you 
reach the head.

• Question how each part of the body 
feels to bring awareness to their 
body in the moment.

• If there is tightness or stress, 
imagine breathing the stress out of 
that part of the body with each 
exhale

https://www.teachstarter.com/au/blog/classroom-mindfulness-activities-for-children/
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Mindful Walk
Begin your walk:

• As you begin, walk at a natural pace. Place your 
hands wherever comfortable: on your belly, 
behind your back, or at your sides. If you find it 
useful, you can count steps up to 10, and then 
start back at one again. If you’re in a small space, 
as you reach ten, pause, and with intention, 
choose a moment to turn around. 

• With each step, pay attention to the lifting and 
falling of your foot. Notice movement in your legs 
and the rest of your body. Notice any shifting of 
your body from side to side. Whatever else 
captures your attention, come back to the 
sensation of walking. Your mind will wander, so 
without frustration, guide it back again as many 
times as you need. Particularly outdoors, maintain 
a larger sense of the environment around you, 
taking it all in, staying safe and aware.

During your walk: 

• Now for a few minutes, expand your attention to 
sounds. Whether you’re indoors, in the woods, or 
in a city, pay attention to sounds without labeling 
or naming, or getting caught up in whether you 
find them pleasant or unpleasant. Notice sounds as 
nothing more or less than sound.

• Shift your awareness to your sense of smell. Again, 
simply notice. Don’t push or force yourself to feel 
anything at all, just bring attention to the sense of 
smell, whatever you discover.

• Now, move to vision: colors and objects and 
whatever else you see. Patiently coming back each 
time something grabs your attention, or even if 
something needs addressing, like avoiding an 
obstacle. Staying natural, not overly rigid, not 
daydreaming and drifting, but with sustained 
awareness.

• Keep this open awareness of everything around 
you, wherever you are. Nothing to do, nothing to 
fix, nothing to change. Fully aware, and walking.

Ending your walk: 

• In the last moments, come back to awareness of 
the physical sensations of walking, wherever else 
your mind found itself throughout the practice. 
Notice your feet again touching the ground. Notice 
again the movements in your body with each step.

• When you’re ready to end your walking 
meditation, stand still for a moment again. 
Pausing, choose a moment to end the practice. As 
you finish, consider how you might bring this kind 
of awareness into the rest of your day.

https://www.mindful.org/daily-mindful-walking-practice/

https://www.mindful.org/daily-mindful-walking-practice/
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Heartbeat Exercise

o Have your child jump up and down in place 
or do jumping jacks for one minute

o When finished, have your child sit down and 
put a hand over his/her heart. Instruct your 
child to close their eyes and pay attention to 
their heartbeat and their breathing as well.

https://confidentcounselors.com/2019/04/16/middle-school-mindfulness-activities/

https://confidentcounselors.com/2019/04/16/middle-school-mindfulness-activities/
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Kilometer Club

Date
Distance 

Km or Steps
Total 
Distance or Steps
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Many people spend a great deal of time manicuring their 
lawns. Taking great effort in ensuring it serves as a reflection of their 
personal standards.

“The grass is always greener on the other side of the fence.”

Often, they take exception to others' “unkempt” properties. Many 
Indigenous Peoples do not share the same perspective.

Please watch the following video to understand why some people 
might prefer to let the weeds grow.

Why Would We Let the “Weeds” Grow

https://safeyoutube.net/w/oNFB
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For Indigenous Peoples, games were often ways to hone skills 
required for hunting and warfare. Many of these games have 
evolved, but the traditional values in them remain.

Please watch the attached video on Inuit & Northern Games for a 
better understanding.  Then, try some of the games provided in the 
link below.

Arctic Winter Games

Traditional Inuit Games

Traditional Inuit Games

http://canadasports150.ca/en/arctic-winter-games/mini-documentary-arctic-winter-games/79
https://sway.office.com/h0q86LXaiRiPLfJV
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Spring Scavenger Hunt
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Choose an activity for each number of the die.   When the die 
is rolled, each person does that movement. 

In need of idea, click here!

Here’s a template to make printable dice, if you don’t have 
any, Or, write the numbers one to six on scrap pieces of paper 
and draw them out of a hat or bowl. 

https://d10k7k7mywg42z.cloudfront.net/assets/58ebfed1a0b5dd20940990aa/Fitness_Dice.pdf
http://www.toolsforeducators.com/dice/
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Balance Poses 

Requirements
•No equipment required

Instructions
1.Either indoors or outdoors, show your child a balance pose, and 
encourage your child to imitate you as you hold the pose. 
2.Stand up on the tips of your toes, arms stretched straight 
overhead.
3.Stand on one leg, other leg bent at the knee, arms raised 
straight sideways like wings. 
4.Stand on one leg, arms raised straight sideways like wings, bend 
forward at the waist, and lift rear leg (airplane pose). 
5.Stand on all fours, head down, rear in the air (downward dog 
pose in yoga).
6.From all fours, raise and hold one leg high in the air. 
7.From all fours, raise and hold one arm high in the air.

* Adjust the difficulty of the pose according to age and ability of 
your child.
* Invent other balance poses together—use your imagination!

Variations
•Whenever you pose standing on one leg or one hand, be sure to 
repeat the same pose standing on the other leg or hand (develop 
ambidexterity).

Benefits
This activity develops coordination and balance.

https://activeforlife.com/activity/balance-poses_63/
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https://greatactivitiesonline.com/passport-to-jump-rope-skills/
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UNO Activity Challenge

Each student is dealt one UNO card. 

They are to perform an activity by

the following criteria:
(note: this activity is modified for a 

standard deck of playing cards here.)

Skip Card -- skip one lap around the room (or yard).

Reverse Card -- jog/walk 1 lap backward around room (or yard).

Draw 2 Card -- draw 2 cards from regular UNO cards and perform 

the activity which corresponds to the card color using the 

number of repetitions indicated by the number on the card

Wild Draw 4 Card -- draw 4 cards from the UNO deck and do all 4 

activities

Wild Card -- draw from the pile and assign the activity to any 

player you choose.

Number Cards -- Perform the activity which corresponds to the 

card color (see chart below) using the number of repetitions 

indicated by the number on the card. For Example: You draw a 

card that is 5 red. You must do 5 sit ups.

Colour Activity

RED sit ups

YELLOW jumping jacks

GREEN arm circles

BLUE lunges
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Deck of Cards Activity Challenge

Each student is dealt one card. 

They are to perform an activity by

the following criteria:

(note: this activity is modified for a 

deck of UNO cards here.)

Jack -- skip one lap around the room (or yard).

King -- jog/walk 1 lap backward around room (or yard).

Queen -- draw 2 additional cards and perform the activity which 

corresponds to the card suit using the number of repetitions 

indicated by the number on the card

Joker -- draw from the pile and assign the activity to any player 

you choose.

Number Cards -- Perform the activity which corresponds to the 

card color (see chart below) using the number of repetitions 

indicated by the number on the card. For Example: You draw a 

card that is 5 of hearts. You must do 5 sit ups.

Colour Activity

HEARTS sit ups

CLUB jumping jacks

SPADE arm circles

DIAMOND lunges
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Self-care is so important.  All of us feel low at times, and finding our 
own strategies on how we might handle this can help.

Listen to the attached story which shares one way many First 
Nations Peoples tackle this.

Maybe it could help you some time.

Trudy’s Rock Story

https://safeyoutube.net/w/BBWB
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https://teachingtools.ophea.net/activities/ideas-action/sufficient-and-satisfactory-sleep/pdf

https://teachingtools.ophea.net/activities/ideas-action/sufficient-and-satisfactory-sleep/pdf
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